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lessons learned from online learning:

ad hoc feminist readings

Who are we reading today?

Dolores Hayden :  Rethinking Private Life

Donna Haraway : The Real-Time [Institutional] Cyborg

Aileen Moreton-Robinson :  Reappropriated Property



rethinking private life:

Dolores Hayden

where does the domestic space start … and end?!

where does the institution start … and end?!



rethinking private life:

Dolores Hayden

Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of Housing, Work and Family Life 



rethinking private life:

spatiotemporal conflations

how do I separate home from studio when my tutor is in my room?

how do I keep my household out of class?

how do I switch off from the ‘academical village’?



rethinking private life:

#architecturefromhome

The new studio is domest-institutional



rethinking private life:

how do I separate 
home from 
university when 

my tutor is in 
the room 
formerly 
known as my 
bedroom?



Sajida El Sayed // Domestic Formalities 

Rule 5.40: Enough food is prepared to minimal food is left over 
Rule 5.41: Recycling rublish is left on the furthest edge of the bench
Rule 5.42: The person leaving the house threshold will take out the recycling

Rule 6.1: Close the door that leads to the basement garage
Rule 6.2: The tray of nutritional supplements is brought to the table at dinner: fish oil, spirulina, 
magnesium, manganese, krill oil, shark cartilage, propolis, turmeric, glucosamine, black seed oil, 
men’s multivitamin. 
Rule 6.3: Dinner is only consumed in the presence of the head of the family (the father), usually in 
the late evening. 
Dinner is served later. 
Rule 6.4: Food is placed on the table before the occupants sit around the table
Rule 6.5: Salt is brought to the table at every meal
Rule 6.6: A plate of condiments is prepared and present at every meal eaten together: wedged 
tomatoes, pickled cucumber, pickled turnips, green olives
Rule 6.7: Bread must be on the table at every meal even if it is not to be consumed 
Rule 6.8: Do not leave the kitchen/dining space immediately after you have finished eating your 
dinner
The table is wiped twice after use, with two different products
Rule 6.9: No phones are to be brought to the table and used during dinner
Rule 6.10: Only the father’s phone can be answered during dinner
Rule 6.11: Your full attention must be given to each other during dinner ritual
Rule 6.12: Contribute to the conversation 
Rule 6.13: Open the balcony door on warmer nights
Rule 6.14: Do not fart
Rule 6.15: Tea and/or fresh fruit is consumed after dinner.

Rule 7.1: Occupy the space if you wish to watch television or to lie in the snuggle chair
Rule 7.2: Mum gets the first priority of the snuggle chair 
The resident not feeling well gets priority of the snuggle chair
Rule 7.3: Keep the side tables clear 
Rule 7.4: You may use the serving tables to eat on
Rule 7.5: Return any serving tables after their use
Rule 7.6: Serving tables must be wiped down after use
Rule 7.7: No gaming consoles are to be connected to this television
Rule 7.8: Dry laundry is placed on the couch or in a basket on the ground 
Rule 7.9: Dry laundry is folded whilst watching television
Criminal Minds is playing on TV from 5.30 till 7.30pm
Rule 7.10: The television is switched off once father comes home
Rule 7.11: Do not put your shoes on the couch
Rule 7.12: The rug is rolled out in winter and to be stored away in summer
Rule 7.13: If the rug is rolled out, you can not step on the it with your shoes

Rule 8.1: The owner of the room is the ruler of the room. 
Rule 8.2: Respect the privacy of the occupant. 
Rule 8.3: The door must be knocked on before traversing the threshold
Rule 8.4: You do not have to appropriately dress within the confines of your room, so long as your
door is kept closed.
Rule 8.5: Once you step beyond the threshold of your room, you must dress and act conservatively. 
Rule 8.6: You are responsible for the state of your room, you keep it as clean as you are 
comfortable with.

6.0 The Dining Space

7.0 The Living Room

8.0 The Bedrooms

Sajida El Sayed // Domestic Formalities 

Rule 8.7: A hired cleaner will tidy and clean your room once a week. 
Desks have been transformed into working or study spaces. 
Introduction of the desk as a part of th furniture
Technology is kept in the bedrooms.
The bedroom space has been transformed to include working rituals.
Meals can be eaten in your room if you have long continuous working hours
Meals get delivered to my room if I should skip meal times due to work or study
The bedroom transformed into a public space
I must wear my scarf 
My mother must take caution before entering my room so that she is not unveiled to my colleagues
Rule 8.8: No one will stop you from laying on the bed or floor
Rule 8.9: You can sleep on the floor if you wish
Rule 8.10: Your bed does not have to be made every morning 
Rule 8.11: You must open your window periodically to air it out. 
Rule 8.12: Only the mother is permit to cross the threshold without seeking permission if the door is 
closed, 

Rule 9.1: Do not enter the bathroom if the door leaf is closed
Rule 9.2: If the door leaf is closed you must knock before traversing the threshold, even if it is 
known that no one is using the bathroom (DO NOT ASSUME)
Rule 9.3: Do not leave your hair in the sink 
Rule 9.4: Do not leave your clothes on the floor
Rule 9.5: Be sure no underclothes are left in the bathroom
Rule 9.6: Do not exit the bathroom unless appropriately dressed or covered
Rule 9.7: Do not use the bathtub
Rule 9.8: Place a floor mat when having a shower
Rule 9.9: Toilet paper rolls are kept by the door
Rule 9.10: Change the toilet rolls if is empty upon your entrance
Rule 9.11: Turn off the light as you exit the room
Rule 9.12: Only use to the toilet to urinate and defecate
Rule 9.13: Do not stand when using the toilet 
Rule 9.14: Flush the toilet
Rule 9.15: Wash your hands
Rule 9.16: You may bring your phone into the shower. 
Rule 9.17: Videos can be played while you are in the bathroom or shower. 
Rule 9.18: If one bathroom is occupied, find another bathroom to use - there are 3 other bathrooms, 
you are bound to find one empty.
Rule 9.19: Toss you dirty clothes or towels down the laundry chute
Rule 9.20: Hang your town on the rail once you have finished your shower
Rule 9.21: Use your towel hanging from the rail first, instead of grabbing a new one from the     
cupboard
Rule 9.22: After re-using your towel twice, throw it down the laundry chute for washing. 
Rule 9.23: Brush your teeth in the morning 
Rule 9.24: Place your toothbrush on the shelf beside the sink
Rule 9.25: Keep the hand-wash on the washbasin edge
Rule 9.26: Keeping a towel beside the sink is not mandatory 

Rule 10.1: Any clothes you wish to be cleaned must be in the laundry basket
Rule 10.2: Soiled clothes are separated into categories before placed into the washing machine: 
dark clothes, light and whites, towels, bedsheets.
Rule 10.3: Saj’s clothes are to be washed by Saj herself.
Rule 10.4: Washing powder is kept on the bench beside the machine
Rule 10.5: Softener is kept on the bench beside the machine

9.0 The Private Bathrooms

10.0 The Laundry

rethinking private life:

spatiotemporal conflations

Extract of student work from UTS Masters Studio: Domestic Formalities

Pre-COVID rules written in black

Post-COVID isolation rule 
adaptations in red
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Sajida El Sayed // Domestic Formalities 

Rule 5.40: Enough food is prepared to minimal food is left over 
Rule 5.41: Recycling rublish is left on the furthest edge of the bench
Rule 5.42: The person leaving the house threshold will take out the recycling

Rule 6.1: Close the door that leads to the basement garage
Rule 6.2: The tray of nutritional supplements is brought to the table at dinner: fish oil, spirulina, 
magnesium, manganese, krill oil, shark cartilage, propolis, turmeric, glucosamine, black seed oil, 
men’s multivitamin. 
Rule 6.3: Dinner is only consumed in the presence of the head of the family (the father), usually in 
the late evening. 
Dinner is served later. 
Rule 6.4: Food is placed on the table before the occupants sit around the table
Rule 6.5: Salt is brought to the table at every meal
Rule 6.6: A plate of condiments is prepared and present at every meal eaten together: wedged 
tomatoes, pickled cucumber, pickled turnips, green olives
Rule 6.7: Bread must be on the table at every meal even if it is not to be consumed 
Rule 6.8: Do not leave the kitchen/dining space immediately after you have finished eating your 
dinner
The table is wiped twice after use, with two different products
Rule 6.9: No phones are to be brought to the table and used during dinner
Rule 6.10: Only the father’s phone can be answered during dinner
Rule 6.11: Your full attention must be given to each other during dinner ritual
Rule 6.12: Contribute to the conversation 
Rule 6.13: Open the balcony door on warmer nights
Rule 6.14: Do not fart
Rule 6.15: Tea and/or fresh fruit is consumed after dinner.

Rule 7.1: Occupy the space if you wish to watch television or to lie in the snuggle chair
Rule 7.2: Mum gets the first priority of the snuggle chair 
The resident not feeling well gets priority of the snuggle chair
Rule 7.3: Keep the side tables clear 
Rule 7.4: You may use the serving tables to eat on
Rule 7.5: Return any serving tables after their use
Rule 7.6: Serving tables must be wiped down after use
Rule 7.7: No gaming consoles are to be connected to this television
Rule 7.8: Dry laundry is placed on the couch or in a basket on the ground 
Rule 7.9: Dry laundry is folded whilst watching television
Criminal Minds is playing on TV from 5.30 till 7.30pm
Rule 7.10: The television is switched off once father comes home
Rule 7.11: Do not put your shoes on the couch
Rule 7.12: The rug is rolled out in winter and to be stored away in summer
Rule 7.13: If the rug is rolled out, you can not step on the it with your shoes

Rule 8.1: The owner of the room is the ruler of the room. 
Rule 8.2: Respect the privacy of the occupant. 
Rule 8.3: The door must be knocked on before traversing the threshold
Rule 8.4: You do not have to appropriately dress within the confines of your room, so long as your
door is kept closed.
Rule 8.5: Once you step beyond the threshold of your room, you must dress and act conservatively. 
Rule 8.6: You are responsible for the state of your room, you keep it as clean as you are 
comfortable with.

6.0 The Dining Space

7.0 The Living Room

8.0 The Bedrooms

rethinking private life:

spatiotemporal conflations

Extract of student work from UTS Masters Studio: Domestic Formalities

Pre COVID rules written in black

Post-COVID isolation rule 
adaptations in red



rethinking private life:



rethinking private life:

how do I separate home from university when 

240 students are in the room
formerly known as my dining room?



the cyborg is a rejection of rigid boundaries 

separating human from animal and animal-human from machine

separating by physical and non-physical

the [institutional] cyborg manifesto articulates a chimeric, monstrous world of fusions 
between animal/student and machine/institution

The [institutional] cyborg wears a spatio-virtual onesie with slippers and a collar

the real time [institutional] cyborg:

Donna Haraway



the cyborg is a rejection of rigid boundaries 

separating human from animal and animal-human from machine
separating by         physical and non-physical

the real time [institutional] cyborg:

pixel animal-human



the cyborg is

a chimeric, monstrous world of fusions between animal/student/academic (precarious or less so) and 
machine/institution

the real time [institutional] cyborg:

pixel animal-human



the [institutional] cyborg wears a spatio-virtual onesie with slippers and a collar

the [institutional] cyborg:



domestic space / wifi / furniture / hardware / stationery / ink / children / dogs / goldfish 
are pixelated [institutional]cyborg appendages

the real time [institutional] cyborg:



plug in 

unplug?

we are private institutional mutant machines

digital error: your connection is unstable

human/animal/machine error: you’re on mute

nup… they’re gone

the real time [institutional] cyborg:

connection



the [institutional] cyborg:



the [institutional] cyborg:



the [institutional] 
cyborg:

sourced image / student sketch
pencil / pixel / chat box / voice

Image credit: Daniel Beasly



If not real space, then real time

students preference going live for lectures

schedule maintains rhythm of connection

"Feminist cyborg stories have the task of recoding communication and intelligence to subvert command and control.”

the [institutional] cyborg:

real time



domestic space / wifi / furniture / hardware / stationery / ink / children / 
dogs / goldfish are 

spatiotemporal conflations 

pixelated [institutional] cyborg appendages

reappropriated property



PATRIARCHAL POSSESSIVE LOGICS 
colonial [white] patriarchy operates possessively

’possessive logics’ … denote a mode of rationalization … that produce a more or less   
inevitable answer

patriarchal whiteness is thus epistemologically and ontologically privileged but invisible 
within its socio-discursive regime capillarising through Australian disciplinary knowledges 
and modern colonial practices

2011 The White Man's Burden: Patriarchal White Epistemic Violence and Aboriginal Women's Knowledges within the 
Academy. Australian Feminist Studies, 26 (70) 413-431

reappropriated property:

Aileen Moreton-Robinson



reappropriated property:

every conversation recorded



reappropriated property:

intellectual property

how does a casualised [precarious] academic earn a living from their own IP when
the institution records, stores, and holds it?

how does a casualised [precarious] academic demonstrate the value of their their own IP when
another institution has shared it in recorded form to hundreds of students  and dissemination is 
therefore uncontrolled?

how safe is my IP when students can record (live) an unrecorded lecture?



reappropriating property:



Everything is on record

reappropriated property:

generative archive

Extract: UTS Masters 

Research Cultures –

Team: From Documents 

to Discourse,

live exhibition
10th June 2020



AUSTRALIAN INDIGENOUS WOMEN’S 
STANDPOINT THEORY (AIWST)
AIWST provides one way of exercising our sovereignty as an integral part of our … methodologies.

“To deny differences and privilege commonalities is how a colour blind and power evasiveness 
discourse operates” 

2013 Towards An Australian Indigenous Women’s Standpoint Theory: A Methodological Tool. Australian Feminist Studies, 28(78) 
331–347

reappropriated property:

Aileen Moreton-Robinson



reappropriated property:

intellectual property

how does the institution respect the sovereignty of  Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, Māori and 
other Indigenous peoples knowledges, stories, practices, languages… intellectual property?

how is ‘cerebral’ knowledge wrenched from an appropriate cultural context and from embodied 
experience of knowledge through the thin surface of online and recorded lectures?



TALKING UP TO THE WHITE [INSTITUTION]

“White feminists in Australia accept, without criticism, anthropological representations of 
Indigenous women.” 181

White institutions in Australia accept, without criticism, anthropological representations of 
Indigenous knowledges [, recorded lectures divorced from cultural context, reappropriated
IP…] of Indigenous [peoples]

and further, through precarious Indigenous employment in the sector?  

… the necessity of income continuity  

2000. Talking Up to the White Woman: Indigenous Women and Feminism. University of Queensland Press.

reappropriated property:

Aileen Moreton-Robinson



Dolores Hayden :  Rethinking Private Life  - Institutional property is domestic

Donna Haraway :  The [Institutional] Cyborg – Institutional property is personal

Aileen Moreton-Robinson :  Reappropriated Property – Institutional property is possessed 
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